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**Abstract:** In teaching of computer language, how to improve their hearing of hearing-impaired students featured with special physiological characteristics and reduce the inconvenience and obstacles caused during teaching knowledge in the most effective way? This paper has applied the simulation technology and developed the teaching simulation platform for them, and it is practically demonstrated in the hearing-impaired students in higher education and the application of research result that the system works well, with intuitive, efficient, and other characteristics, which greatly promoted the changes of college teaching model, the language learning, education teaching and research referred.

**Introduction**

With the continuous development of special education, disabled students' education level is constantly improving, so learning computer technology is not the patent of hearing students \[1\]. Many deaf/hard-of-hearing students are accepted by universities and choose Computer Science as their major. Because of their physiological defect, the effect of applying the conventional teaching method into in higher education for deaf/hard-of-hearing students is very poor. In many cases, though researchers try best, it is still difficult for students to understand fully, which influences the teaching effects directly and restricts the development of special education.

Therefore, researchers need to practice with the contradictions and problems in the teaching taken into consideration. In the past, as an important part of modern information technology, robot simulation technology is generally applied only for engineering design \[2\], and there is no experience available in using simulation technology into the high education for deaf/hard-of-hearing students. Researchers account for the characteristics of higher education for the deaf and make a bold attempt to introduce the robot simulation technology to develop simulation teaching platform applied in the deaf/hard-of-hearing students’ classroom.

**Analysis of teaching elements of the design of simulation platform**

Researchers analyze various contradictions and problems faced in practical teaching, modern simulation technology, their hearing function defects and more sensitive visual perception, trying to introduce the robot simulation technology into the classroom in the teaching, with a set of teaching method suitable for the deaf/hard-of-hearing students worked out. In order to apply this teaching method into the computer programming language courses, researchers have designed a robot simulation teaching platform that can
present computer logic theory through the behavior of the simulation robot whose design principle is shown in Fig. 1.

**Design idea.** Most basic ideas of simulation platform design are to use the modern science and technology, in order to help deaf/hard-of-hearing students achieve "functional compensation".

Function compensation is using a special teaching method when the handicapped students are educated. For deaf/hard-of-hearing students, function compensation is to use engineering technology, compensate for hearing defects through the visual display, or eradicate or make up for the disadvantages caused by learning obstacles in understanding teaching content through animation behavior, in order to reduce the learning difficulties caused by barriers. The goal of design simulation platform is to maximize their advantages of visual acuity and weaken the inconvenience of the auditory defect, so the teaching mode is composite aspects integrated with knowledge and skills, learning and thinking, questions and answers, emotion and investment etc. On this basis, diversified teaching methods combined with the intelligence factors and non-intelligence factors, the process and the result on the equally important position make the teaching activities conducted on the basis of knowledge that can be accepted and consistent with the level of cognitive development[3].

**Fig. 1  Detailed Schematic Design**

To adopt Engineering project design:

Researchers have combined with difficult points encountered by deaf/hard-of-hearing students during learning the computer programming language and teaching the knowledge points demonstrated by the simulation methods, which are thought of as new teaching methods. For example: To interpret the relationship between flow chart and the programming language instruction, researchers can put aside the technical terms that are not easy to understand, and design a new teaching mode where [4] flow chart corresponds to programming language instruction in the engineering design project [5], and teaching methods can make deaf/hard-of-hearing students discover written instructions explicitly corresponding to executed behavior of the simulation robot. The platform software applies the project practice training to cultivate the spirit of cooperation through every teaching procedure such as learning, search, collection, communication, design and running. (See Fig. 2).

**Analysis of the teaching task and learning objects.** When making the teaching task, researchers need to design the established goals that can be reached successfully through a series of efforts according to the syllabus requirements and the actual situation of the deaf. In order to achieve the established objectives, teachers must analyze many possible factors including students’ learning enthusiasm, initiative of participation, as well as their mental processes, which stop students from realizing the goal. For example, in the past, it was found that they were more likely to give up these knowledge points when deaf/hard-of-hearing students
learned computer programming language and were afraid of difficulties severely, although these knowledge points seemed to be extremely simple for hearing students.

In the design of teaching simulation platform, researchers make careful analysis and find that the key factors of achieving the teaching goal are not only the teaching content, way and method, but also physical and psychological feature and cognitive ability of teaching object. The relation between teaching and learning is kind of interactive. Therefore, in designing the teaching goal researchers must consider the situation above mentioned. Researchers need using the appropriate methods and take the "teaching" and "learning " side’s actual situation into account, truly complete the teaching task, and make students fully understand the content.

Analysis of the teaching process. The design of teaching process is to design a series of steps that can be operated. Before teaching, researchers need to analyze their knowledge background and the teaching means needed to complete in order to meet the urgent requirements of realizing teaching goals. Teaching is to "teach" the deaf "to learn", which is not simply to put the textbook knowledge to deaf students, but teach them the way and approach to learning knowledge.

As for teaching content, researchers need to determine how the gap between the knowledge and skills required is and their original knowledge base bridges the gap. Researchers hope to construct an appropriate knowledge bridge. Namely, starting from basic knowledge in which they are lack to their new knowledge, researchers set up a suitable knowledge transition bridge so as to pass through the bridge as soon as possible for deaf/hard-of-hearing students, gain the ability to learn new knowledge, and achieve the teaching goal.

Teaching method [6] was determined according to the teaching content. Assisted by the simulation teaching platform, researchers can guide students to set up the basic concept of engineering design so that the deaf/hard-of-hearing students can express their idea about project design by means of computer simulation, and use this method to complete the custom project practice.

To design the teaching process, researchers select the breakthrough point according to the physiological characteristics and knowledge level of deaf/hard-of-hearing students. The teachers should "activate" book knowledge whose main carrier is symbols, and work out a personalized reading and interpretation [7]. As for textbooks, it is necessarily important for teachers to make efforts to make abstract symbol theory easily and concisely understood. In addition, teachers are supposed to direct the deaf/hard-of-hearing students in learning to choose and use the tasks properly, for example, deaf/hard-of-hearing students should learn to divide content into a series of partially easy processing tasks to obtain a more relaxed learning method. Only through feeling that this research is so useful and funny can they construct the dynamic knowledge system in the experiences process, learn how to learn and enjoy learning.

Treatment of several relations in platform design. The relationship between teaching goal and process:
In general, computer language teaching starts roughly from the command structure and timely analysis. Although this teaching mode is featured with standard significance, it builds a barrier for deaf/hard-of-hearing students to understand. Simulation teaching platform de-emphasizes teaching theme in teaching according to the differences between deaf and hearing students in stead of running the effort of program implementation by platform software in a flashbacks way to interpret language instructions used in the programming to inspire and guide them in learning programming language. Then, researchers can help deaf/hard-of-hearing students through various forms.

Relationship with the combination of decomposition:
"Teaching platform" can be used to complete a task (project) by organizing the teaching process, in order to achieve the teaching purpose from the decomposition to the combination. A complete program can be divided into a number of subroutines, in which "teaching platform" contains a series of tasks, such as programming, simulation robot, simulation field etc. that the deaf can independently operate or collaborate.

Conclusion and future work
Deaf teaching simulation platform is designed to solve the practical problems in the teaching process for deaf/hard-of-hearing students, at the same time; it can also be applied for hearing students, especially for those whose basic knowledge is weak with no abstract thinking ability. The platform can make them easily learn computer programming language because it will demonstrate those abstract terms and program structure that are difficult for them by the animated simulation so as to make it easy to understand.

Introducing simulation technology into teaching computer programming language for deaf/hard-of-hearing students is a new topic which narrows the gaps in the field of higher special education. Implement of this advanced teaching ideas and methods also improve the teaching level of deaf/hard-of-hearing students and establish a foundation for other related computer application courses.

Secondly, the laboratory condition remains to be perfected. At present, CAI courseware resource available for deaf/hard-of-hearing students is relatively insufficient, and the development of the teaching platform for oriented object programming language is toned to be researched and developed. For example, researchers need to study how to apply this platform in teaching oriented-object programming language by the popular VC++ software.

Finally, The shortcomings of the simulation platform are mainly manifested in that the object-oriented idea, the application development is not fully demonstrated by simulation technology, and how all kinds of logical relations in the software development are transformed into virtual action of simulation robot remains for further research and development, so as to cultivate deaf/hard-of-hearing students’ abstract knowledge ability.
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